The ion drag force arising from plasma flow past an embedded spherical grain is calculated self-consistently and non-linearly using particle in cell codes, accounting for ion-neutral collisions. Using ion velocity distribution appropriate for ion drift driven by a force field gives wake potential and force greatly different from a shifted Maxwellian distribution, regardless of collisionality. The low-collisionality forces are shown to be consistent with estimates based upon cross-sections for scattering in a Yukawa (shielded) grain field, but only if non-linear shielding length is used. Finite collisionality initially enhances the drag force, but only by up to a factor of 2. Larger collisionality eventually reduces the drag force. In the collisional regime, the drift distribution gives larger drag than the shift distribution even at velocities where their collisionless drags are equal. Comprehensive practical analytic formulas for force that fit the calculations are provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
The drag force arising from the interaction of flowing ions with a negatively charged grain embedded in a plasma has been the subject of intensive study during the recent past. It is a problem of substantial intrinsic interest as well the basis for understanding much of the behavior of grain equilibrium and dynamics in dusty plasmas. Yet reliable values for the drag in collisional plasmas are still not known.
Neglecting ion-neutral and ion-electron collisions, the classic Coulomb orbit impact parameter integral treatment [1] [2] [3] , used for the plasma particles themselves, can be applied to a grain when the plasma electron Debye length (λ De ) is sufficiently large compared with the grain radius (r p ). Strictly speaking, it is when λ De is much greater than the 90-degree scattering impact parameter for a typical ion velocity (v i ),
where m i , Z are the ion mass and charge-number, and Q is the charge on the grain. However, for dust grains (unlike elementary particles) r p and hence Q are usually large enough that important studies 10, 11 address the question. This is especially difficult for T e /T i 1, since the ions then dominate the shielding length. Moreover, direct absorption of ions that strike the grain must be accounted for.
The self-consistent ion drag force on a single grain in a collisionless plasma has previously been determined from particle-in-cell calculations 12, 13 Actually, even for very low collisionalities the collisions can be important. The most important effect is that the velocity distribution of ions is not a shifted Maxwellian in a situation where the drift is driven by a force field (for example background electric field) in a stationary neutral background [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The change of the distribution function form is independent of the level of collisionality. It occurs formally even in the low-collisionality limit. For ion drift that exceeds the neutral thermal speed (very often the case) the resulting distribution retains, for example, a substantial fraction of the ions with velocities near the (neutral) thermal velocity v i ∼ v th , which is not the case with a shifted Maxwellian. This difference of ion distribution alone has important effects on the ion drag force. These results have contradicted some of the speculations about self-acceleration of dust grains, showing that while it is indeed possible for the ion drag force to reverse direction, it does so only deep into the strongly collisional (short-mean-free-path) regime where other forces on the grain are dominant. However, these simulations have so far been limited to sound-speed level drift velocities, and no comprehensive practical fit to the collisional drag
force has yet been developed.
In the mean time, the wake potential structure [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] has been under investigation in order better to understand the mutual interaction of multiple grains 28, 29 . Most such calculations have so far used shifted Maxwellian ion distributions. However, the non-Maxwellian character expected with even vanishingly small level of collisionality has a major effect on the wake structure because it completely changes (generally greatly enhances) the Landau damping which is usually responsible for the decay of the potential oscillations.
The purpose of the present article is to provide a wide ranging numerical exploration of the consequences of charge-exchange neutral collisions for the ion drag on a small grain in a uniform, drifting-ion plasma, accounting fully for the non-linearity of the problem.
The effects of the ion distribution function shape changes are documented separately from the collisionality itself, and relatively small flow velocities as well as sonic and supersonic investigated. Because of the rather large number of relevant parameters even ignoring any magnetic field (as we do here) the coverage of the parameter space is limited. In particular for our comprehensive investigations we treat only the case T e /T i = 100, which is the upper end of the applicable temperature ratio range, and we choose to fix the grain potential to φ p = −2T e /e, a typical floating value.
Section II explains the computational techniques and outlines the analytic treatments that are to be compared with the simulations. Section III compares the plasma shielding/wake character observed in computational simulations for the shifted Maxwellian and driven-drift non-Maxwellian background ion distributions. It also documents the ion drag force for negligible level of collisionality and demonstrates the sufficiency of the analytic collisionless 'fits'. In engineering parlance these fits are empirical 'correlations' though motivated by the underlying physics. Section IV contains the numerical simulation results for a wide range of collisionality, developing a practical fit to express the influence of collisions as a correction factor for the ion drag force relative to the collisionless value. Section V offers a heuristic explanation of the calculated trends with collisionality.
II. TECHNIQUES, THEORY, AND COLLISIONLESS FITS
A. Particles in Cell
The particle in cell computational approach to representing the interaction of the flowing plasma with a spherical grain has been described in detail elsewhere 30, 31 . A large number of ions are moved in six-dimensional phase space, under the influence of the electric field arising from the self-consistently calculated potential φ, plus an optional force D, to be explained in the next subsection:
The potential is represented on a cellular grid and satisfies
The ion density (n i ) is determined by depositing the individual ions onto the grid (using Cloud in Cell 32 particle shape) and the electron density is assumed to be governed by a thermal Boltzmann factor n e = n e∞ exp(eφ/T e ).
Thus the treatment can be considered "hybrid" particle in cell and does not need to resolve the electron plasma time-scale.
Ions fill a computational region across whose outer boundary they leave or enter. Those entering are injected in accordance with the distribution function presumed for the external, uniform, plasma. The grain is represented by a fixed-potential sphere embedded in the computational region. It absorbs ions that strike its surface, but it does not emit any ions.
The conditions on potential at the outer computational boundary are chosen to represent most conveniently a potential decaying to zero at infinity (d ln φ/d ln r = −1). Trials show that the precise choice of distant boundary condition does not affect the drag force. 
B. Collisions and Distributions
Charge-exchange collisions of ions with neutrals are represented in the code as a replacement of the ion velocity with a new velocity drawn randomly from the neutral velocity distribution. The simulations here use a collision frequency that is independent of velocity (equivalent to a BGK collision operator). Although not a perfect representation of the actual collision cross-section, this is sufficient to demonstrate the important new physics.
The nature of the collisions and the cause of the ion drift determine the self-consistent background distribution. The simplest case is when the ion drift is a reflection just of a neutral drift. In that case, which incidentally is equivalent by Galilean transformation to studying a grain moving through a stationary plasma, the ion velocity distribution in the unperturbed uniform plasma is simply equal to the neutral velocity distribution -which is the birth distribution of the ions after collisions. The extra force D is then zero.
The opposite limit is when neutrals are (on average) stationary and the ion drift is driven by a uniform force field D. The nature of this force field is generally unimportant for the calculations (except possibly in respect of the boundary conditions at the grain surface).
It is usually thought to be a background electric field, but could theoretically equally well be gravity or some other unspecified force. It is important that the Boltzmann factor for electrons not take account of any potential gradient that is responsible for this driving force field D because otherwise the solution of the system in the absence of a perturbing grain would not be uniform. That is why it is convenient to separate it out from the potential arising because of the grain: φ. 
The ion temperature can then be considered simply equal to the neutral temperature T i = T n and we will not hereafter draw any distinction between T i and T n ).
By contrast, in the absence of neutral shift, the drift solution of the Boltzmann equation for the ions gives a distribution that is the convolution of a stationary Maxwellian
with a half-exponential function representing the Poisson collision statis-
The resulting ion distribution can be expressed analytically as 19 :
where v tn = 2T n /m i is the thermal speed and erfcx(x) ≡ exp(x 2 )erfc(x). Notice that this form does not depend upon the actual value of the collision frequency ν c or D, only the mean ion velocity v f and the thermal speed. Of course there is a definite relationship, 
An important feature is that its magnitude at small v is just n i /v f , inversely proportional to v f , rather than falling rapidly to zero as it does for a shifted Maxwellian. This feature is common to any D-driven drift distribution, not just to the constant-ν approximation used here.
C. Yukawa drag force
It is helpful to compare the PIC calculations at low collisionality, with estimates based upon previously published momentum-transfer cross-sections calculated from orbits in
a fit to the point-charge cross-section in the low-beta region β < 1, has been given as
In the limit of low β these become the classic cut-off Coulomb drag. In the high-beta region,
Although not perfect near β = 8, a reasonable fit to the Yukawa cross-section values, valid over the entire range, and having the correct limits, is to use for the combined cross-section, σ y , a weighted sum of inverses thus:
To obtain the total drag force on a spherical grain of finite radius r p , it has been shown 9,13,15 that a good prescription is to change the form of the logarithm term in eq.
and add the momentum transfer by direct collection of those ions whose impact parameter is smaller than the OML critical impact parameter
so that the force (in the z-direction) from this Yukawa-potential treatment is
Because we have from our PIC codes convenient representations of f i , we can evaluate this integral numerically when comparing the PIC evaluations of the force with the binary collision treatment. The comparison is then not affected by additional approximations. We note, however, that there are already both significant approximations in using a Yukawa form, and significant uncertainties as to what value of λ to adopt.
D. Shielding length
It is often presumed that the shielding length to be used in collisional calculations of ion drag force is given by the so called linearized shielding length for which
Di .
Because λ 
In other words, the ion-density rises proportional to the square root of |φ|, not proportional to |φ|. We will show that the nonlinear eq. (14) agrees reasonably well with the ion density that SCEPTIC finds.
Unfortunately no ready analytic expression is available to solve the nonlinear Poisson equation that then arises. And numerical solutions show poor resemblance to the Yukawa form. However, a simple cut-off approximation can provide an appropriate scaling when λ r p and ions dominate shielding, as follows. Suppose that the ion density is given by eq. (14) . Suppose also that the dominant radial dependence of φ is the 1/r Coulombic variation, but only out to a cutoff radius. Take that cutoff radius r c to be the place where the total ion charge within it is equal to −Q/2, so as to shield half the grain field. Then one can readily solve for r c and find
where the second form takes the grain potential to be −2T e /e. Applying this scaling to a Yukawa cross-section is purely heuristic, but it gives a significantly longer shielding length. Of course, an overall ion flow increases the effective shielding length even more, by reducing ion shielding through increased ion energy. For a shift distribution, it was found 13 that appropriate shielding was obtained at substantial v f using an almost-linear form
where
represents the effects of flow.
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We find the nonlinearity at low v f is accommodated better by using r c rather than λ for the shielding length. A plausible and preferable nonlinear interpolation instead of eq. (16) is
However, for drift distribution, the decrease in shielding with flow is anticipated to be predominantly by reducing the density of the low-velocity ion component proportional to
On this basis, the effective ion Debye length for shielding when v f v ti is obtained by replacing n i (in λ Di = 0 T i /Z 2 e 2 n i ) by n i v ti /v f , which is equivalent to adopting
in which the drift effect enters linearly in v f rather than quadratically as in E s . The precise coefficient of v f in eq. (19) is of course uncertain, but taking this simple one gives good results, when substituted into eq. (18), as we shall see.
E. Collection force expressions
For future use, it is convenient to have closed form expressions for the drag force eq. (12) that are easy to evaluate without having to do integrals. We present these here and in the next subsection.
The b 2 c term of eq. (12) is from direct ion collection. It does not depend upon the shielding form in the OML limit. For a shifted Maxwellian distribution, it can be integrated directly to yield 12 :
where u ≡ v/v ti denotes velocity normalized to ion thermal velocity and χ ≡ −Zeφ p /T i is potential normalized to ion temperature.
To develop analytic expressions for the drift distribution, we recall that the drift distribution function can be written as the convolution of the Maxwellian (neutral) distribution with a half-exponential:
Since we have the closed form expression (20) for the collection force of a shifted Maxwellian distribution (e −(u−sẑ) 2 ) already, we can therefore write immediately the drift distribution collection force as
Unfortunately eq. (20) does not lead to an integral that can conveniently be evaluated in eq. (22) . However, an accurate (∼ 2%) approximation to eq. (20) is
where b = 0.8 and
The basis of this approximation is that for large u f the exponential term is negligible and the remainder agrees with the asymptotic limit of eq. (20) . At u f → 0, the form of a is chosen to give the correct linear dependence. And finally b is chosen ad hoc to improve the fit in the intermediate-u region. Fig. 2 shows that eqs. (23) and (20) are practically indistinguishable.
Substituting eq. (23) with argument s in place of u f , into eq. (22) gives an integral that can be evaluated as the following elementary expression:
which is again indistinguishable from the numerically integrated result.
Equations (23) and (25) provide accurate and easily evaluated expressions for the direct collection ion force with shift and drift distributions respectively, but of course only when the actual level of collisionality is negligible. Notice that the u 2 f term, dominant at large flow, is twice as large for the drift distribution as for the shift distribution.
F. Orbital Drag Force Expressions
The shielding length λ expressions are eq. (18) using the appropriate E s (shift) or E d (drift). The orbital part of the collisionless ion drag can be expressed as
which we will show compares favorably with the computational results.
For the shift distribution the function G(u f ) is simply the Chandrasekhar function
The logarithm is
and
In effect, this is a slightly adjusted form of the fit given in 13 .
For the drift case, because the relevant integrals cannot be performed analytically in the nonlinear regime, ad hoc approximations are used, putting
These are physically motivated and chosen to fit the numerical integrations, but are not known to be accurate outside the range 10 ≤ λ De /r p ≤ 200 or for other temperature ratios.
The total drag force, F c + F o , is used in section III B to compare with the drag forces SCEPTIC finds.
III. ION VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION EFFECTS A. Plasma Profiles
It is well established that in low collisionality, low T i /T e , approximately sound-speed flows the presence of a negatively charged particle produces an oscillatory wake. Although nonlinearity strongly suppresses the magnitude of the wake potential it does not much change its form. However, non-linear (and in fact most linear) calculations of wake structure thus far have used shifted Maxwellian ion distribution. An example is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , calculated with the COPTIC code, and in this display averaged over azimuthal angle and over 1000 timesteps. The first and most dramatic effect of considering collisions is the replacement Both of these cases exhibit large ion density enhancements (about 10 times background) trailing the grain (i.e. at small positive z), as illustrated in Fig. 4 . These are snap shots of instantaneous density slices through the three-dimensional domain, which therefore give an indication of the statistical fluctuations in the density. Note that the non-uniform grid has much smaller spacing near the origin to accommodate the fine potential structure there.
Because the grid spacing is smaller than λ De , the potential fluctuations are smaller than the density fluctuations, even before the averaging performed for Fig. 3 . The predominant difference between the two density profiles is that the shift distribution (a) has negligible density perturbation upstream of the grain whereas the drift distribution (b) gives, in addition to the high peak immediately trailing the grain, a "halo" of enhanced ion density around the grain, including in the upstream direction, and a somewhat longer ridge in the downstream direction. The shift distribution density drops below the background level at the down- stream edge of the region plotted in Fig. 4(a) , corresponding to the negative oscillation in potential. The drift distribution (b) does not have this overshoot in density.
The "halo" of ion shielding arises predominantly from the lower-velocity component of the ion distribution, which is absent from the shift distribution. Prior simulations of the shift distribution case 13 showed that the upstream shielding cloud is present for shift velocities lower than approximately 0.5c s , and that the transition in shielding is quite abrupt partly because of potential asymmetries. It is therefore of interest to understand better the ion shielding by ions of low velocity (which are always present in the drift distribution) and at low drift velocity (which causes slow ions for the shift distribution). For sufficiently low ion drift (or shift) the density is approximately spherically symmetric.
In Fig. 6 is shown the angle-averaged total ion density versus radius and that part of the As the plasma flow is increased, the ion shielding becomes asymmetric, of course, but also this angle-averaged ion density shows changes for v f > ∼ 0.2c s . Fig. 7 shows that by the time v f = 1.c s , the drift ion-distribution gives rise to shielding density approximately a factor of two less than at low v f , and correspondingly longer shielding length. However, the shift distribution shows much greater ion density suppression, so that ions are hardly shielding the grain at all. There is thus a major difference in ion shielding between drift and shift distributions, when v f is substantial.
B. Collisionless Drag forces
We now document the drag force at negligible collisionality level for the shift and drift distributions calculated using SCEPTIC, and compare them with binary collision calculations using Yukawa cross-section, with the same ion distributions. Long dashes with short gaps is the shift Yukawa case using linearized shielding length corrected for flow (eqs. 17, 16) . In (b) some independent code verification cases from COPTIC are shown.
In Fig. 8(a) These observations establish that it is possible to get collisionless drag force from a only if the appropriate shielding length is used. The shielding length value used must be nonlinear (r c ) at low v f , and the variation with v f must account for the difference between shift and drift distributions.
IV. FINITE COLLISIONALITY DRAG FORCE
We now present a comprehensive documentation of the ion drag force calculated using SCEPTIC as a function of collisionality, Debye length, and flow velocity for the drift and shift cases. In all cases the grain potential is kept fixed at −2T e /e. This might not be the floating potential, which will undoubtedly vary. However our intention is to focus on the drag force's intrinsic variation, and for that purpose it is better not to confuse the issue with another variable (φ p ). The leading dependence of drag is that it is ∝ φ 2 p (see eq. 26). Fig. 10 shows logarithmic plots of drag force variation with collision frequency ν c expressed in units of c s /r p . We observe as follows.
(a) at low flow velocity, v f = 0.05c s , the force at low collisionality is constant, equal to the zero collisionality values already given, and the drift and shift cases are the same. As collisionality increases, the force rises to a maximum roughly a factor of 2 higher than the collisionless level. Near the maximum, the drift case force begins to rise above the shift case.
Then as collisionality further increases, the forces begin to decrease reaching an asymptotic slope of approximately -1 (F ∝ 1/ν c ).
(b) at moderate flow velocity, v f = 0.2c s , at smaller λ De similar behavior occurs. But at larger λ De the forces are unequal at very low collisionality, with the shift case higher than the drift, consistent with the collisionless behavior given already. Beyond the peak of the force, the shift case crosses to below the drift case.
(c) at flow velocity v f = 0.6c s approaching sonic, the shift case no longer shows any force increase with collisionality. Instead it stays almost constant until the high collisionality rolloff is reached. The drift case still has a peaked shape, but at large λ De it occurs at lower ν c than for the lower flow velocity cases, and there is a substantial region where the force falls more slowly than 1/ν c .
In all cases the force is greater for greater λ De when other factors are equal.
In Fig. 11 is shown the drag force as a function of flow velocity. It is therefore a plot along an orthogonal axis of parameter space. Two values of collisionality are shown: ν c = 10 −4 c s /r p , which is essentially collisionless, and ν c = 10 −2 c s /r p which is near the peak of the force versus collisionality curves. We observe the following.
At low flow velocity the drift and shift curves are nearly, but not exactly the same at To express systematically the modification of the drag force that arises from finite collisionality, it is best to use a definition of collisionality that is scaled to the size of the ion shielding cloud, rather than the grain radius:ν = ν c r c /c s . If we then divide the drag force by its collisionless value, we get a collisional correction factorF = F (ν)/F (ν = 0) relative to the collisionless case. 
in which the coefficients are given by Table II . This fit is optimized for the larger Debye-length cases, which are the more immediately relevant to most experiments. It can be seen that at lower Debye length some deviation from universality is present. The accuracy of the fit may be judged from Fig. 13 . However, the fit cannot be trusted for low flow velocities at collisionalities higher thanν ≈ 1. There the force becomes very small and actually reverses sign.
V. DISCUSSION
The following qualitative discussion helps to explain the observed trends. It is based upon the observation that for the large temperature ratio plasmas under discussion, the plasma shielding of the grain charge is done mostly by ions. Until the collisionality becomes strong or the ion flow is fast enough that the electrons participate strongly in shielding, the shielding cloud consists of a total charge of ions equal to minus the charge on the grain, regardless of shielding length. We call these resident ions. Let us first consider the shift distribution at small flow, v f /v tn < ∼ 1. 
A. Collisionless Drag Scaling
Virtually all the ions that enter the shielding cloud and participate in drag have orbits with large scattering angle, because b 90 > λ. Therefore on average they exit at a random angle with approximately zero directed momentum. They therefore lose on average De is introduced, which when divided by shielding length approximately proportional to λ gives a scaling of drag force ∝ λ in the collisionless limit.
Note that λ is not exactly ∝ λ De because of the nonlinearity of shielding length, so this is only an approximate scaling.
B. Effect of a small finite level of collisionality
Suppose the collision time is longer than the residence time.
Almost all collisions to resident ions produce an ion unable to escape the grain's potential well, because its prior velocity is replaced by a velocity v i drawn from the shifted neutral distribution. If the shift is small (low v f ), then because the ion is on average resident at a place where −2φ/m i v 2 i is > 1, it is captured. Some such captured ions will have low enough angular momentum to be immediately directly collected by the grain. Actually, for smaller λ De a quite large fraction of the collided ions experience this effect. The average momentum a directly collected ion has after its last collision before collection, is soon thereafter transferred to the grain. Any momentum it gains in the field prior to arrival at the grain is cancelled out by the force it exerts on the grain during its acceleration. Thus, only the birth momentum, mv i , which has a directed mean mv f , is gained net by the grain.
The birth momentum of a collision that does not lead to immediate collection is still on average transferred during the ion's trapped phase to the grain by electric force, provided the trapped ion makes at least one orbit. Therefore, when the collision time is longer than the orbit period, regardless of whether a collided ion is immediately collected or not, its birth momentum is transferred in a time of order one orbit to the grain.
Whether a resident ion is trapped or not, it still contributes to shielding, and is still subject to collisions that cause birth momentum transfer to the grain. The rate at which collisions are happening to resident ions is just their number, N i = −Q/Ze, times the collision frequency ν c . There is therefore an additional drag force, arising from collisions, approximately equal to
It is independent of shielding cloud size and proportional to collision frequency and flow velocity.
Prior to a collision, the resident ion has transferred some of its incoming momentum (or if it previously collided, its birth momentum) to the grain. The presumption, so far, is that provided the collision time is longer than the residence time, on average all of the incoming momentum has already been transferred, by the time a collision occurs. In the nonlinear regime under consideration, most resident orbits in a Yukawa potential in fact have greater than 180 degree scatterings, and many more than 360 degrees 14 . Since rare collisions occur on average half way through the residency, approximately 180 degree residency implies on average 90 degree scattering prior to a collision, and hence full momentum transfer, justifying the presumption.
C. Collision time comparable to residence time
If the collision time becomes shorter than the time of scattering through 180 degrees, then the momentum transfer prior to the first collision will average less. However, in that case, multiple collisions will be important too, and more complicated considerations arise.
At the threshold of onset of these complications, an ion has on average approximately one collision during a transit. That is, the collision time is equal to the residency time. If that is the case, then the drag will have been increased by a factor of approximately two, because a transiting ion will have transferred its incoming momentum plus one collision's worth of birth momentum (both of which are on average mv f ) to the grain. Therefore the collisional effects cannot increase the drag by more than approximately a factor of two before multiple collision effects have to be considered. The drag enhancement due to collisions cannot exceed approximately a factor of 2.
E. Large flow velocity
When v f becomes v ti , there is a major difference between the drift and the shift case.
Drift ions are still born with the same, zero-average, velocity. There is essentially no difference in the argument above, the collisional force can be considered to be just the driving force field acting on the shielding cloud.
Shift ions, however, are born with an average velocity equal to the flow velocity. If this is large enough to exceed the potential-well escape velocity (from their birth position), then they will not transfer all their momentum to the grain, regardless of collisionality. Instead they will transfer only the momentum corresponding to their energy loss escaping the well, and this will be a small fraction once the birth energy substantially exceeds the (average) potential depth. This explains why the collisional force enhancement disappears for the shift case when v f > ∼ 0.3c s or a bit lower at higher λ De . This is the velocity where the flow energy exceeds roughly φ p /2λ, and birth ions are no longer trapped.
F. Continuum Regime
When the collision time becomes substantially shorter than the orbit time, we begin to move into the continuum regime where collisions dominate. We find that the charge on the grain is no longer completely shielded. Residual Coulomb-like electric field is required to attract the ions from large distances into the potential well and eventually to be collected 38 .
In this regime the drag begins to fall off approximately inversely proportional to collisionality, but under some circumstances actually reverses sign. It has been demonstrated 19 that SCEPTIC force calculations agree with analytic solutions to the continuum equations at high collisionality.
An unexpected new observation in the present data at intermediate and high collisionality is that at low flow velocity, the ion drag force for the drift case significantly exceeds the shift case. The SCEPTIC results show that drag in these cases arises from an enhancement of the ion density downstream of the grain, caused by focusing of the ions as they flow past.
The drag difference is observed in the simulations to be a result of the downstream density enhancement being greater for the drift case. The direct ion momentum collected by the grains in at low flow velocity (e.g. v f = 0.05c s ) is actually a negative contribution to the drag, but until one is deep into the collisional regime the total drag is dominated by the electric field force that arises from the downstream density enhancement. The small (∼ 10%) density asymmetry gives rise to an even smaller (< 1%) potential deviation from spherical symmetry.
Yet this is what is responsible for the drag; and the asymmetry magnitude is different for the drift and shift cases. We speculate that the density difference can be explained heuristically as arising from the combination of non-uniform accelerating field (approximately Coulomb field close to the grain) and finite Knudsen number (collision mean free path relative to scale size), which can be shown to lead to a difference in flow velocity between drift and shift cases.
VI. SUMMARY
The ion drag force on a spherical grain in a flowing collisional plasma has been calculated using the SCEPTIC and COPTIC particle in cell codes over a wide range of collisionality, flow velocity, and Debye length, for grain potential −2T e /e and temperature ratio T e /T i = 100. These self-consistent calculations take into account the fully non-linear behavior that arises with typical dusty plasma experiments because the ion ninety-degree impact-parameter length (sometimes called the Coulomb radius) is similar to or exceeds the Debye length.
For negligible collisionality, it is found that using the ion distribution function appropriate for drift driven by a force field makes a major difference compared with using a shifted Maxwellian in which the same ion flow arises from neutral background flow without a force field. In comparison with the more widely studied shifted Maxwellian case, the wake potential of the drift case is far smaller in magnitude and has no oscillations (regardless of collisionality). The low-collisionality drift-distribution drag force is up to a factor of two smaller than the shift-distribution force in the subsonic flow range (0.2 < v f /c s < 1.) and up to a factor of two larger for supersonic flow. These differences can be explained on the basis of approximating the ion interaction with the grain as being scattering in a Yukawa potential. However, quantitative agreement is obtained only if the full nonlinearity not only of the scattering cross-section, but also of the shielding length is accounted for. Comprehensive analytic formulas representing the integrated forces, and verified in comparison with the simulations, are given.
Finite collisionality initially enhances the drag force, but only by up to a factor of ∼ 2 relative to the negligible collisionality value. At flow velocities greater than ∼ 0.5c s , collisional drag enhancement occurs only for drift distributions, not shift distributions. As collisionality increases further, with collision frequency above ∼ 0.2c s /r c , the drag force falls off approximately inversely with collisionality (but eventually reverses). Surprisingly, it is observed that at very low flow velocity, where the collisionless drag for drift and shift distributions is the same, the collisional drag force for the drift distribution exceeds that for the shift distribution by roughly a factor of 2.
The collisional drag force enhancement can be represented by an almost universal function of scaled collisionality and flow velocity, for which simple fits are provided.
